We apply to the task of linguistic phylogenetic inference a successful cognate identification learning model based on PAM-like matrices. We train our system and we employ the learned parameters for measuring the lexical distance between languages. We estimate phylogenetic trees using distancebased methods on an Indo-European database. Our results reproduce correctly all the established major language groups present in the dataset, are compatible with the Indo-European benchmark tree and include also some of the supported higher-level structures. We review and compare other studies reported in the literature with respect to recognised aspects of Indo-European history.
Introduction
Languages which originate from a common ancestor are genetically related and there are two main methodologies used in historical linguistics to study their relationships: the comparative method [1] and the multilateral comparison method [28] . The comparative method, developed over the last two centuries, in order to detect connections among languages studies sound recurrent correspondences in cognates, which are words sharing the same etymological origin. The multilateral comparison method, developed by Greenberg, supported by Ruhlen [50] but very controversial, proposes language classification based on the number of surface similarities between groups of semantically connected words to determine the level of genetic relatedness between languages. Related to the comparative method, lexicostatistic [58, 59 ] is a mathematical measure based approach that uses lists of core lexical data to determine language relationships on the basis of the percentage of shared cognates between languages. Glottochronology [21] is an extension of this method and aims to estimate divergence times under the assumption of a constant rate of language evolution. Surprisingly, also textual statistical analysis is able to identify relationships among languages by studying their shared statistical properties [60] . Because language evolution presents a close analogy with species evolution [12, 3, 56] , its study may be successfully approached by techniques developed in evolutionary biology, as it happens more and more frequently. Language evolution may involve phonological, lexical and morphological changes, when sound, word or grammar changes are respectively considered. These changes are generally represented as a set of features or characters whose choice and coding are crucial for the outcome of the phylogenetic analysis. Common lexical characters used in studying language evolution are cognates which originate from a "vertical" transmission and do not include borrowings that are words loaned from other languages through a "horizontal" transmission. Cognate words may be grouped and coded by the same character state or they may be used as states themselves when the characters considered are meaning lists. Cognate words have the advantage of being non-homoplastic by definition because they can exhibit the same character state only as a result of an evolutionary relationship and not as a result of parallel developments or back mutations. For this reason, the study of cognate words provides evidence of historical relationship between languages and may be used to identify genetic relationships between speech varieties and to infer phylogenies. The synergy between cognate identification and phylogenetic inference, both representing very promising applications of computational techniques to historical linguistics, may contribute to the tracing of language evolution and to the investigation of the origin of language.
Phylogenetic Inference
Phylogenies are evolutionary trees and phylogenetic inference aims to estimate the genetic relationships between taxa, which in principle may be species, languages or other entities. In linguistics a phylogenetic tree represents an estimation or hypothesis about the evolutionary relationships among groups of languages, based upon similarities and differences in their characters. The languages appear as leaves in the tree and are joined together when they are supposed to descend from a common ancestor. Internal nodes represent intermediate, not documented languages and tree branch lengths may signify language distances or divergence time accordingly with the methodology employed. Phylogenetic trees are generally binary and they are unrooted, when they only represent relationship between languages, or they are rooted, when they also identify a common ancestor. Any unrooted tree can be rooted on any of the internodes in the tree and it is compatible with all the rooted trees that can be built in this way. The number of unrooted binary trees for n languages is equal to 3*5*7*…*(2n-5) and because for each unrooted tree there are 2n-3 possible rooted trees the number of rooted trees is 3*5*7*…*(2n-3) [23] . A common way to root an unrooted tree is to utilise an outgroup which serves as a reference for determination of the evolutionary relationship among the other nodes. It should be a language considered related to the other languages in the set, but less closely related to any language in the group than they are to each other. Phylogenetic networks are rooted direct graphs that may be used when, together with evolutionary relationships, more complex interactions need to be represented which may include borrowing, creolization or language mixture. Due to space limitations, they are not covered in this paper.
Methods for Phylogenetic Inference
Methods for linguistics phylogenetic inference estimate the evolutionary history of languages using the information available about them. This information is generally coded in a matrix that may be a distance matrix or a character matrix. Depending on this, methods are classified as distance-based methods or character-based methods and most of the methods are guaranteed to reproduce the true evolutionary tree under certain conditions. When a method returns more than one tree having the same best score a consensus tree has to be calculated [23] . Some methods not only aim to infer phylogenetic tree topologies, but also to estimate the dating of language divergence times that depend on the original character data and on various assumptions. The scholars are divided as to whether or not the currently available statistical methodology for dating purposes may be accepted with any degree of confidence in historical linguistics [22, 2, 29, 4] .
Distance-based methods
Distance-based methods represent a major family of phylogenetic methods where the initial character matrix is used to statistically calculate a pairwise distance matrix which is then used to estimate a phylogenetic tree. It has been proved that the amount of information about the phylogeny that is lost in this process is remarkably small and that the estimates of the phylogenies produced by distancebased methods are quite accurate [23] . Distances may be considered estimates of the branch lengths separating pairs of languages, where different branches may have different rates of evolution. A famous class of distance-based methods consists of clustering algorithms that apply an algorithm to a distance matrix in order to produce a phylogenetic tree. These methods are very fast and, under certain assumptions, they are guaranteed to perform well. However, their statistical properties are not clear because they do not optimise an explicit criterion. Two standard clustering algorithms extensively used in computational biology are UPGMA [55] and Neighbour-Joining [52] .
2.1.1.1 UPGMA UPGMA (Unweighted Pair-Group Method with Arithmetic mean) [55] is guaranteed to perform well under the molecular clock hypothesis, which implies that the input distances represent languages that have evolved with a constant rate of evolution, following the glottochronology approach. This is a reasonable assumption only if the entities are closely related. At each step the algorithm combines together the nearest two clusters into a new cluster and calculates the distance between the new cluster and the others as the mean distance between the elements of each cluster. The computational cost is O(n 2 ), where n is the distance matrix dimension. Clocklike trees are rooted and have an equal total branch length from the root to any leaf [23] .
Neighbor-Joining
Neighbor-Joining [52, 57] is a clustering algorithm that does not assume a molecular clock and is guaranteed to reconstruct phylogenetic trees perfectly when the pairwise distances are the exact reflection of a tree. It assumes the minimum evolution criterion for phylogenetic trees and, at each iteration, it chooses the topology that minimises the total branch length. It produces an unrooted tree that can be rooted by using an outgroup. The computational cost is O(n 3 ), where n is the distance matrix dimension.
Character-based methods
A language may be described by a vector of character states and a group of languages may be represented by a matrix, where each row symbolises a language and each column signifies a character. Character-based methods use this character matrix to evaluate a phylogeny.
Maximum Parsimony
Maximum Parsimony (MP) [23] is a non-parametric statistical method whose target is to find an unrooted tree that requires the minimum number of evolutionary changes to describe the observed data and may find several trees with the same best score. MP does not guarantee to produce the true tree because of the "long branch attraction" that occurs when the rates of evolution are very different on different branches of the true tree. In this case MP considers lineages that evolve rapidly as to be closely related, regardless of their true evolutionary relationships. MP may be weighted, when different weights are assigned to different characters, or unweighted. Finding a MP tree is an NPcomplete problem [25] and for this reason MP analyses are frequently performed using heuristics. These generally may find only local optima, rather then global optima, and anyway be very time consuming.
Maximum Compatibility
Maximum Compatibility (MC) [23] is a non-parametric method which aims at finding an unrooted tree that presents the maximum number of compatible characters to illustrate the observed data, where being compatible here means evolving without any homoplasy, i.e. without back mutation or parallel evolution. When a tree has all the characters compatible it is called a perfect phylogeny. MC may be weighted or unweighted and may find several trees with the same best score. The problem is NPcomplete [9] and there are no heuristics available that are highly accurate. However, if the maximum number of states per character is bounded then it is possible to find a solution in O(2 2r n k 2 ) where r is the maximum number of states per character, n is the number of leaves, and k is the number of characters [35] .
Maximum Likelihood
Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods [23] are based on explicit parametric models of character evolution and they aim to estimate the tree and the parameters that maximize the likelihood of the observed data under the chosen evolutionary model. ML is statistically consistent and generally produces very good estimates of the tree phylogeny, but it is NP-hard [11] .
Bayesian Inference
Bayesian methods [23] are also based on explicit parametric models of character evolution. Their objective is to estimate a consensus tree, or sometimes the maximum posterior probability tree, of a posterior probability distribution on the space of the model trees, calculated from an initial tree and the observed data. Bayesian methods generally produce very good estimates of the phylogeny, but their computational time is extremely expensive. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms [30] are frequently used to calculate an approximate posterior distribution of the trees instead. Initial priors may allow the inclusion in the evolutionary analysis of evidence available from other fields, like genetics, anthropology and archaeology. However, the results should be examined considering both their sensitivity to the priors used and the reliability of the MCMC approximation of the trees probabilities [33] .
Evaluation of Phylogenetic Inference
The evaluation of phylogenetic estimations is very difficult because the true evolutionary history is not generally fully known even for the best understood language families. The choice of both phylogenetic inferring methodology and data significantly impact the phylogenetic estimation. The following criteria, proposed by Nichols and Warnow [45] , should be a necessary and crucial requirement of any phylogenetic estimation when using data from a well-known language family. The "Compatible resolution" criterion requires that the inferred tree is compatible with the benchmark tree, meaning that the established subgroups should not be mixed, but they may be not completely resolved. That may happen when the data are not sufficient to provide a complete resolution or when a consensus tree is used. The "No missing subgroups" criterion requires that the evaluated tree includes all the established subgroups and it is strictly stronger than the first criteria, and for this reason is considered desirable, but not essential. The "Calibration" criterion is essential for models that estimate dating. It requires that a method is tested on one or more datasets and if the inferred dates are not close enough to the established dates, the method has to be calibrated on the known dates.
State of the Art
The last decade has seen a large number of studies developing and employing phylogenetic techniques to investigate the evolution of language. We shall review some of the more interesting results especially regarding the Indo-European language family, which is the most intensively studied, but we shall mention studies involving other language families as well. Investigations comparing different methods include Nakhleh et al. [41] , Barbançon et al. [7] , Wichmann and Saunders [61] .
Distance-based methods
Dyen et al. [19] collected an Indo-European dataset described in Section 4.1, made a lexicostatistical classification of the 84 languages included and calculated the percentage of cognates shared by each language pair creating an 84-by-84 distance matrix. They developed a non-standard clustering algorithm belonging to the family of pair-group methods, like UPGMA, adapted to deal properly with lexicostatistical percentages. The tree proposed was not completely compatible with the benchmark tree of the Indo-European language family, even if it reproduced all the established major IndoEuropean branches with the exclusion of the Indo-Iranian clade. Ellison and Kirby [20] , calculated a word similarity within each of the 95 languages extracted from the Indo-European dataset by Dyen et al. [19] . They called it lexical metric and they defined it as a distribution of confusion probabilities, based on the Levenshtein distance [38] normalised by the average length of the words. The divergence between two languages was defined as the divergence of their lexical metrics and calculated as the geometric path between the two distributions, creating a distance matrix. They used Neighbor-Joining to build a phylogenetic tree and rooted it with a random outgroup. This tree was not compatible with the benchmark tree of the Indo-European language family, even if it showed a correct subgrouping for many languages. Serva and Petroni [53] applied the Levenshtein distance [38] normalised by the length of the longer word, to 50 language pairs extracted from the Indo-European dataset by Dyen et al. [19] . For each language pair they compared 200 word pairs with the same meaning and they computed the average of these edit distances in order to create a 50-by-50 matrix of language distances. Serva and Petroni transformed this distance matrix into a time distance matrix following the glottochronology approach and imposed some well-known priors to the system in the aim of providing a phylogenetic tree topology with absolute time scales. Finally, they inferred a rooted phylogenetic tree using UPGMA [55] . The proposed tree topology satisfied the "No missing subgroups" criterion but violated some compatibility requirements for phylogenetic estimation [45] . The same methodology was applied by Petroni and Serva [46] to the Austronesian language family and was expanded by Blanchard et al. [8] to represent geometrically the relationships between languages belonging to both the Indo-European and the Austronesian language families. Brown et al. [10] developed ASJP (Automated Similarity Judgment Program) aiming to perform a large-scale classification of languages by calculating their lexical similarity following a lexicostatistical approach. They used Swadesh 100-word lists [59] from 245 globally distributed languages with the objective to expand their database to all the world's languages. They used the Neighbor-Joining [52] algorithm to generate the phylogenetic trees. The list dimension was subsequently reduced to 40 more stable lexical elements for the achievement of better results, and the database was expanded to 900 languages [32] . The algorithm used to determine whether or not words were likely to be cognate was changed by Bakker et al. [6] . They employed the Levenshtein distance [38] , as proposed by Serva and Petroni [53] but with a double normalisation, first dividing it by the length of the longer word and then dividing this quantity by the averaged normalised Levenshtein distance among the words with different meaning. ASJP presented non uniform performance, passing both evaluation tests for some language families and failing both for others [45] . Downey et al. [18] estimated phylogenies for the Sumbanese language family using ALINE [37] to produce a distance matrix that was then processed by distance-based methods. ALINE is an algorithm developed by Kondrak for sequence alignment that evaluates the phonetic similarity between word pairs using incorporated linguistic knowledge. Downey and co-workers, in order to control the bias due to different string length, normalised the aligner score by the arithmetic mean of the rate given by ALINE applied to align each string with itself. Downey et al. utilised both UPGMA [55] and Neighbor-Joining [52] to estimate phylogenetic trees. The proposed phylogenetic trees were close to the historical reconstruction, especially the phylogeny built by UPGMA [55] , which satisfied the "No missing subgroups" criterion, but violated some compatibility requirements for phylogenetic estimation.
Maximum Parsimony
Gray and Jordan [27] made one of the first attempts to apply biological phylogenetic methods to historical linguistics. They encoded the presence or absence of 5,185 lexical characters of cognacy for 77 Austronesian languages in a binary matrix and they employed a maximum parsimony analysis that produced a single most-parsimonious tree. The topology of this tree supported the express-train model of Austronesian expansion [16] and showed considerable agreement with traditional linguistic groupings, even if the tree violated the compatible resolution criterion [45] . Rexová et al. [48] used Maximum Parsimony and greedy consensus trees on the comparative IndoEuropean database by Dyen et al. [19] focussing on the impact of the character encoding. They employed three different methods of character encoding creating a standard multi-state matrix, an altered multi-state matrix and a binary matrix. The study showed substantial dissimilarities between the two multi-state matrices and the binary matrix, including different tree rooting, suggesting that the binary encoded data matrix produced less reliable trees than those created employing the multi-state matrices.
Maximum Compatibility
Ringe et al. [49] used Maximum Compatibility to estimate the phylogenetic tree of the Indo-European language family. They utilised lexical, morphological and phonological characters from 24 IndoEuropean languages and the Kannan and Warnow algorithm [35] which runs in polynomial time. They assigned weights to characters, which made the model very dependent on the linguistics choice. The Ringe et al. method rooted the tree by hand, after examination of the unrooted tree produced by MC and passed the two minimal evaluation criteria of phylogenetic inference [41] .
Bayesian Analysis
Gray and Atkinson [26] estimated the language-tree divergence times for the Indo-European language family suggesting a root age of Indo-European of between 7,800 and 9,800 BP, consistent with the Anatolian theory of Indo-European origin. In order to help the evaluation of older language relationships, they added to the Indo-European dataset by Dyen et al. [19] three extinct Indo-European languages, Hittite, Tocharian A and Tocharian B, reaching a total of 87 languages. Based on cognate judgments from this extended corpus, they produced a binary matrix of 2,449 lexical characters indicating the presence or absence of words in each cognate group. This binary matrix was then examined using maximum-likelihood models, Bayesian MCMC analysis and rate-smoothing algorithms to produce a majority-rule consensus tree. This model allowed homoplasy and supported polymorphism. The proposed tree topology satisfied the two criteria required by Nichols and Warnow [45] for phylogenetic estimation, while the dating failed the calibration criterion. The Gray and Atkinson method was subsequently extended [5, 2, 4] and applied also to study the Bantu language family [47, 31] . Nicholls and Gray [44, 43] applied to language evolution a stochastic model first introduced by Huson and Steel [34] , and dated the Indo-European language family at about 8,000-9,000 BP. The model implemented Dollo parsimony principles, used Bayesian phylogenetic inference and MCMC algorithms [30] to generate a sample distribution of trees, and screened them using constraints before producing a consensus tree. Nicholls and Gray encoded the multi-state lexical characters from the extended Dyen et al. corpus [19, 26] and from the Ringe et al. dataset [49] . They ran several analyses considering 6 subsets of the first dataset and 3 subsets of the second. They found that age estimations of the root were uniform across all the analysis whereas the topologies were not reliable. This model did not allow homoplasy and supported polymorphism. This model could not handle missing data and so the analysis had to be limited only to those characters shown in all speech varieties, dropping some languages which presented too much missing data. Ryder and Nicholls [51] extended the Nicholls and Gray [43] method to handle missing data. They used binary encoding of cognate classes as lexical traits from the Ringe et al. dataset [49] and they gave also an analysis of the extended Dyen et al. corpus [19, 26] in the paper supplement. They estimated the date of the Proto-Indo-European language around 7,100-9,800 BP.
The Indo-European Language Family
The Indo-European language family is one of the most intensively studied and it is significant to the field of historical linguistics as it possesses one of the longest recorded histories. However, its origin still represents one of the most recalcitrant problems of historical linguistics [17] and its higher-order subgrouping remains controversial. All languages are supposed to be descendants of a common ancestor, the Proto-Indo-European, and the basic subgroups are very well established. They include the extinct Anatolian and Tocharian and the contemporary Albanian, Armenian, Celtic, Germanic, Greek, Italic, Baltic and Slavic, grouped together into a Balto-Slavic clade, Indo-Aryan and Iranian, grouped together to form an Indo-Iranian clade. Even if the higher structure does not find agreement, the initial split into Anatolian versus all the others is linguistically well sustained. Moreover, some phylogenies have more support than others, including a radial phylogeny, one where Celtic departs very early, one that groups Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian together, or Armenian with Greek or Celtic with Italic [45] .
Indo-European Datasets
The corpora prepared by Dyen et al. [19] and by Ringe et al. [49] for the Indo-European language family are recommended datasets for linguistics studies [45] . They differ in many aspects including the number of languages considered, their dating and the types of characters reported. The Comparative Indo-European Database by Dyen et al. [19] provides lexical data in the form of 200-word Swadesh lists [58] from 84 contemporary Indo-European speech varieties. In it, each word is presented in orthographic format without diacritics, using the 26 letters of the Roman alphabet. The data are grouped by meaning and cognateness, which is reported as certain or doubtful. It is considered the less accurate of the two and may benefit from a revision. The dataset digital version covers 95 languages, of which only 84 were considered accurate enough to be included in the monograph. The Dataset of Ringe et al. [49] is provided in two versions, unscreened and screened, both containing phonological, morphological and lexical characters for 20 extinct and 4 existing Indo-European languages, chosen as the oldest well attested languages in each branch of the Indo-European family. The screened dataset is produced from the unscreened version by removing all characters that clearly exhibited homoplasy. The data are provided in character matrices, each corresponding to a character type.
Methodology
We have developed a model to estimate phylogenies based on a learning system introduced in [14, 15] for cognate identification which outperformed previously presented proposals. We have focussed on the tree topology and we have avoided modelling a dating scheme. The learning system, described in Section 5.1, trains PAM-like substitution matrices from a sensibly aligned dataset and uses them together with a family of string similarity measures to align word pairs in order to calculate their similarity scores. We have utilised these similarity scores between word pairs to calculate similarity scores between language pairs. We have employed Swadesh lists of words with the same meaning in different languages and, for each language pair, we have calculated and averaged the word pair similarity rates, producing a similarity matrix for each PAM-like matrix and similarity measure employed. We have then converted these similarity matrices into distance matrices as explained in Section 5.2 and we have computed a weighted average of them to reach a consensus [40, 23] . We have then employed distance-based methods to estimate phylogenetic trees.
The Learning System
The learning system proposed by Delmestri and Cristianini [14, 15] is inspired by biological sequence analysis and consists of three main modules. The first component is a global pairwise aligner [42] that aligns sensibly cognate pairs and prepares a meaningful training dataset, guided by a linguistic-inspired substitution matrix [15] . This 26-by-26 matrix aims to represent the a-priori likelihood of transformation between each character of the Roman alphabet into another and tries to code well known systematic sound changes left in written Indo-European languages. The second component of the learning system is a generator of PAM-like substitution matrices that uses a technique similar to the PAM method developed by Margaret Dayhoff et al. [13] and widely used for amino acid sequence analysis. The PAM approach aims to learn substitution parameters from global alignments between closely related sequences and then to extrapolate from these data longer evolutionary divergences, assuming a constant rate of evolution. The third component of this system is a pairwise aligner that benefits from the PAM-like matrices and from a family of parameterised string similarity measures [14] to rate the word pairs. The similarity measures derive from different normalisations of a generic scoring algorithm and take into account the similarity of each string with itself with the aim of eliminating, or at least reducing, the bias due to different string length. Possible scoring algorithms include the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [42] for global alignment and the Smith-Waterman [54] for local alignment.
From Similarities to Distances
In order to convert our similarity matrices into distance matrices, we have experimented with three different methods in the aim of studying possible differences in the resulting phylogenetic trees. Because the similarity measures employed are defined through different normalisations of a generic similarity rating algorithm score [15] , the similarity scores fall in the range [1. .0], where 1 means maximum similarity and 0 means no similarity. Given a generic similarity matrix S, in the first case we have taken the more obvious approach subtracting S to the identity matrix so that the distance rates drop into the range [0..1]. In the second case we have calculated the negative natural logarithm of S, which ranges from 0 to ∞. In the third case we have first divided the identity matrix by S and then subtracted the identity matrix from it, which produces rates always equal or greater than zero. These last two methods were investigated by Feng and Doolittle [24] for measuring evolutionary times.
Dataset
We have employed the Comparative Indo-European Database by Dyen et al. [19] considering the 84 languages documented in the monograph. In the absence of two large homogeneous linguistics datasets to be used as training and test dataset without intersection, we have split the Dyen et al. corpus [19] into two groups of meanings identified by odd and even ordinal numbers. Firstly, we have created a training dataset from the odd meanings and prepared a test dataset from the even meanings, called test_even. Secondly we have done the opposite, using the even meanings as training dataset and the odd meanings as test dataset, named test_odd. For the training datasets we have used only the word pairs reported by Dyen et al. [19] as certain cognates with each other and we have included only the first cognate pair, if more words were provided for the same meaning in the same language. We have then aligned the two training groups of word pairs using a linguistic-inspired matrix [14] obtaining two separate training datasets, called respectively training_odd and training_even.
For the test datasets we have considered all the word pairs reported by Dyen et al. [19] as certain or uncertain cognates, but we have excluded those words classified as not acceptable or not cognate with any other, as they may include borrowings which we wanted to discard from our analysis. We have corrected a few evident errors. In order to root our Indo-European phylogenetic tree, we have included the Turkish language as outgroup because it belongs to the Altaic language family [39] which is not too distantly related to the Indo-European language family. We have utilised the Turkish list provided by Kessler [36] and we have added the 9 words in which this list differs from the 200-word Swadesh list by Dyen et al. [19] checking multiple sources to ensure reliability. We have extended test_odd and test_even respectively with the odd and even meanings from this Turkish list reaching a total of 85 languages. Having two training datasets and two test datasets has avoided any data overlap, thereby ensuring that independent analyses have been conducted and their results subsequently averaged, as explained in Section 7.
We would have liked to include also Hittite, Tocharian A and Tocharian B provided by Gray and Atkinson [26] , but studying the data we found them inappropriate for our analysis. On several occasions the same meaning for the same language has been classified more than once with different Cognate Class Numbers (CCN), which is not the case for the rest of the original dataset by Dyen et al. [19] . This would have biased the learning procedure towards Hittite, Tocharian A and Tocharian B that would have given more contributions to the PAM-like matrices than the other languages.
Experiments
We have designed our experiments aiming to evaluate a phylogenetic tree which may reflect lexical similarity between languages. PAM-like substitution matrices can be seen as an indicator of the relative evolutionary interval since the languages diverged. Given that languages evolve at broadly changing rates, there is no simple connection between PAM distance and evolutionary time. However, for an analysis of a specific language family across multiple speech varieties, the corresponding PAM-like matrices will provide a relative evolutionary distance between the languages and allow accurate phylogenetic inference. We have employed the two training datasets training_odd and training_even to learn two families of PAM-like matrices based on the Roman alphabet extended with gap, as it has been proved in [15, 14] that learning gap penalties increases the effectiveness of the system. We have called these two matrix families respectively DAY_84b_odd and DAY_84b_even. In order to choose which matrices and which similarity measures to use to reach the best phylogenetic estimation, we have tested the performance of these matrix families in the task of cognate identification on the English, German, Latin, French and Albanian lists provided by Kessler [36] . PAM3, PAM4, PAM5 and PAM6 from both the families DAY_84b_odd and DAY_84b_even have reached the best accuracy when used with sim 1 , sim 3 , sim 5 and sim 6 [15] based on the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm [54] . We have used these PAM-like matrices and these similarity measures based on SW to calculate the language similarity between each of the 85 speech varieties in test_even and test_odd respectively, as the average similarity between the word pairs belonging to the language pair and having the same meaning. We have supported polymorphism and if one or both languages presented more than one word for a meaning, the maximum similarity between the different pairs has been considered in the average calculation. We have obtained two 85-by-85 similarity matrices and we have calculated their average scores reaching a single 85-by-85 similarity matrix for each PAM-like pair (odd, even) and for each similarity measure employed. Finally, we have transformed these similarity matrices into distance matrices as described in Section 5.2 and we have calculated their weighted average to reach a consensus [40, 23] . We have then applied to this distance matrix UPGMA [55] and Neighbor-Joining [52] to estimate phylogenies. Figure 2 displays the topology of the consensus tree reached using UPGMA [55] with D 1 , as defined in Section 5.2, that shows an identical canonical form to the tree built with D 2 . The tree evaluated using D 3 gives only a slight variation within two subgroupings (Albanian and Iranian) and it is not reported. The algorithm has produced a tree rooted on the Turkish language, that is the outgroup we have added to the Dyen at al. dataset [19] . The confidence of the consensus tree is 100% for 77% of the branches and the uncertainty derives only from the internal Albanian and Iranian subgroupings. The tree estimated is compatible with the benchmark tree as documented in Ethnologue [39] and reproduces all the established major Indo-European groups present in the dataset. The position of the French Creole speech varieties, which are not even considered as Indo-European languages, is justified by the nature of creolization which requires network models of evolution [45] . The tree topology shows also some of the higher-level supported structures such as Celtic departing early and Balto-Slavic grouping with Indo-Iranian. Italic groups with Celtic, but after forming a clade with Albanian. UPGMA has worked particularly well here because the PAM-like matrices utilised to calculate the language similarities assume a constant rate of evolution. This is the prerequisite for UPGMA to infer phylogenies accurately [23] and in this case it is also a reasonable assumption because the languages considered belong to the same family and are quite closely related. Figure 3 shows the unrooted consensus tree calculated by D 1 that has proved to be the more accurate. The confidence of this consensus tree is 100% for 55% of the branches and the uncertainty spreads across the tree with the exclusion of the Armanian, Greek, Italic and Baltic groups. The estimated tree is compatible with the benchmark tree as documented in Ethnologue [39] and reproduces all the established major Indo-European groups present in the dataset. The position of the French Creole speech varieties is not precise as in the case of UPGMA, however these languages are not even classified as Indo-European because of their creolization [39] . 
Results

Related works
Serva and Petroni [53, 46] , Blanchard et al. [8] , Bakker et al. [6] and Downey et al. [18] used distance-based methods to infer phylogenies as reported in Section 3.1. In all these cases language distance was calculated by averaging the distance of word pairs having the same meaning in compared languages. In order to compute word distance, the first three scholar groups utilised the Levenshtein distance [38] choosing different normalisation, and the fourth group employed ALINE [37] , normalised as well. Serva and Petroni [53, 46] together with Blanchard et al. [8] considered only 50 languages from the Dyen at al. dataset [19] reducing enormously the complexity of the phylogeny. Bakker et al. [6] developed their own dataset and Downey et al. [18] applied their method to the Sumbanese language family. Because of these differences, a specific comparison of our results with theirs is not possible. However, it has been shown in [14] that our cognate identification system produces an average accuracy approximately 28% higher that the Levenshtein distance normalised by the length of the longer word, and 18% higher than ALINE, as reported in the literature. This would suggest that our methodology may infer phylogenies more accurately than the methods reported.
Conclusion
We have applied to the task of phylogenetic inference a cognate identification system that had already shown an outstanding performance in previous studies. The capacity of our methodology to detect word and language similarity has proved to be successful, allowing the inference of phylogenetic trees compatible with the Indo-European benchmark tree and the reproduction of all the established major groups present in the dataset. This would suggest that our method satisfies all the crucial evaluation criteria of phylogenetic estimation. This result is very promising considering that our model uses lexical characters in the form of words and that the database used is known not to be completely accurate. This would imply that our system is quite resistant to data noise and that it may even improve its performance further, when cleaner data were available. Our future objectives include the application of the methodology presented in this study to phylogenetic inference using the Indo-European dataset by Ringe et al. [49] , whose accuracy is well documented. Another step forward would be the development of BLOSUM-like matrices to be employed in both the fields of cognate identification and phylogenetic inference.
